With emphasizing to truth Islam and refusal to taqlid, bid'ah and churafat, Muhammadiyah has 
Meanwhile, Muhammad Rasyid Ridha emphasized the important of relation to al-Quran texts as the frame of understanding Islam, which was known as al- Ruju' ila al-Qur'an wa al-Sunnah (return to al-Qur'an and al-Sunnah) . Therefore, his movement is more textual, that later becomes the root of fundamentalism (alushuliyah) in the Middle East 1 . From the study of KH. Ahmad Dahlan, it is seen that how this founder of Muhammadiyah was being impressed and more or less influenced by those figures' thought in which then it was matched and contextualized to the Javanese social and cultural setting, Indonesian people in common. At that time, Indonesian community was in the condition of being colonized, left behind, move backward, poor and most of them tended to get TBC (Tahayul, Bid'ah and Churafat) decease.
As tajdid (renewal) movement, in understanding and implement the Islamic teaching, Muhammadiyah really develops the spirit of tajdid and ijtihad (use the rational thinking in solving and taking conclusion of several problems of law and other which are not found their argumentation explicitly in al-Qur'an and al-Sunnah, as well as move away from taklid (following the religious teaching blindly, without appropriate understanding to its argumentation), so that besides known as religious social movement this movement is also well known as tajdid movement.
The areas of ijtihad dan tajdid of Muhammadiyah, from the first time, are always focused on the historical problems of humanity which also touch the problems of nationality and community. The problem of raising poverty through education and health service is the concrete and authentic problem of community. This attitude and real action was done by the founder of Muhammadiyah in its early establishment and is still continuous until now, as this religious and humanistic ethic needs wider space and response from Muhammadiyah follower and others. As the pioneer of Islam renewal especially in Indonesia, with the characteristics of purification (purification of faith and worship) or rationalistic (in the field of muamalah duniawiyah), Muhammadiyah has contributed something very fundamental, which is its critical way to status quo of Islamic thought at its birth or on the way of nation life. Besides, the uniqueness of renewal characteristic brought by Muhammadiyah is located on its amaliyah side which emphasis on social obligation, such as building educational institution, hospital, orphan house, mosque and other dakwah facilities.
In the context of purification, al-Qur 'an and al-Sunnah al-shahihah (valid) normatively is the prominent paradigm in the aqidah commitment or the implementation of ibadah mahdhah. From this textual normative paradigm, it was created the doctrine that something can only be believed and applied if there is command (al-Qur;an and al-Sunnah) . While in the context of rationalization, alQur'an and al-Sunnah al-shahihah are still becoming the mean reference, however in the belief and application of this field muammalah duniawiyah there is a usage of ushul principles: al-ashl fi al-asyya al-ibahah (all problems of mu'amalah duniawiyah are permitted) as long as there is no prohibition or controversy with alQur'an and al-Sunnah.
As a renewal religious organization, Muhammadiyah really argues that the key of Moslem prosperous and progress is located on the mend of education.
2 M. M. Amin Abdullah, "Muhammadiyah dan Pemikiran Keagamaan" in Syafiq A. Mughni, ibid., Therefore, from earlier the name of this organization was taken from a school name founded by Ahmad Dahlan one year before he established Muhammadiyah. 3 This Muhammadiyah movement is well known widely as religious social movement which is founded to adapt Islam with modern situation of Indonesia, because this movement declares itself as renewal movement that care and concern with the development of Islam and Islam community, and causes revitalization of Moslem in Indonesia.
As the pioneer of Islamic thought renewal that gives priority to the rational aspect of religiosity (although nowadays is not as vocal and aggressive as before) and emphasizes the important of mind and the education of mind, in practice many the leaders and members show and focus on the important of spiritual life which is very close to tasawuf area. The life necessity to pure the soul (akhlak) which comes from religious teaching and the will to oblige all the commandment of Allah based on Allah book and Sunnah of the Prophet as well as "characterize themselves to Allah characteristics", are the characteristics of tasawuf life attitude. Even thought that kind of attitude was not known as tasawuf in the Prophet's life, because term or laqab (tittle) Sufi at that time was not exist. The term just emerged in the end of 2 nd century and the first of 3 rd century hijriyah. tawwakal, muhasabah, adl, shidq, tawadhu', ikhlas, amanah, shabr and qana'ah. 9 Meanwhile the figure of A.R. Fakhruddin is also qualified to be included in the category as Sufi person in Muhammadiyah. Because on the writer' opinion, he he may represent the face of spiritual life in Muhammadiyah, based on some reasons.
First, personal life practices of A.R. Fakhruddin shows a spiritual life that is very close to tasawuf. This might be seen, for instance, in the daily life, when he was on duty, in the neighborhood, society or even in the area of Muhammadiyah organization on his leading, he always reflected his personality mutasawwif and tasawuf characteristic which is akhlaqi, took priority the training and implementation of attitude which showed great akhlak.
His life represented the life and the life that was simple ascetic, not ngoyo (zahid). He always emphasizes on good akhlak. In one of his speech A.R.
Fakhruddin, Nakamura had ever quoted extract of his speech as follows:
10 "That we can pray five times a day regularly, however if our attitude/ akhlak is still bad, still greedy, mean, do not want to pay attention to the poor people, then our prayer will not be accepted by Allah, they will never enter the paradise, even into the hell. We can finish fasting, but if we still talk about others badness, lied, tricked, arrogant, then our fasting will have no use and not be accepted by Allah, let's us pray, fast and pilgrimage, pay zakat and above all of this let's us develop our akhlak". " that the exact way to shape a great akhlak is by doing the worship, with a full awareness to the tauhid. The way that must be taken by full awareness is the willingness of someone to be ikhlas. Ikhlas shows to the mental orientation that entirely is not binded to duniawi circumstances, empty, clean, and this emptiness must be filled by Allah fully by worshiping to Allah, not to the other. That sunnah prayers, including witir, dhuha prayer and other are strongly recommended. And that dzikir, wirid, are not tarekat monopoly, and are allowed to be practiced if those may help the increasing somebody's piety as well as ikhlas in worshipping or interaction with human".
In his action and deed, A.R. Fakhruddin can be called representing the personality of "amal", the figure that emphasized on a real action, humanity social action. The priority for him is how Islam can really be applied in the daily life. The deep satisfaction is when Islam community can really represent themselves as good moslems, moslem in belief, in words and in action. , takwa, wara, raja, khauf, khusu', tawadhu'. Qana'ah, tawwakal, syukr, shabr, ridha, istiqamah, Everybody is invited to reach easiness, and never difficult something easy. He did bring Muhammadiyah with frighten, fierce, glum and frown face. and subhanallah one hundred times as Prophet hadis he quoted as follows: "who recite la Ilaha illa Allah one hundred times, equal to free ten slavers. For him is noted (got) one hundred goodness, being forgiven of his one hundred faults and it becomes a fort from the Satan's temptation within that day until afternoon. And nobody who gains that specialty except for those who read more that that." This book also contains some pantun (traditional poetry) tittles, which talk about akhlak, syukr, tawadhu ', shidq, ikhlas, ridha, and pantun of death, ukhuwah Islamiyah and other pantun that have tasawuf and khlak nuances. Examining this book, A.R. Fakhruddin also emphasized on some certain amounts for dzikir, wirid and prays the usual thing which is done in the world of tasawuf and tarekat. Off course the goal is obvious as what he said that as long as helping the doer to gat calmness souls and peaceful mind, why not?
Beside three books mention above, there are many more books that can not be discussed in this short paper. Even from a trustable source, there are still many writing of him that are spread anywhere, which can not be compiled until now. His works are full of moral and akhlak messages. Therefore, it strengthens the assumption of the writer that A.R. Fakhruddin can really be categorized into a zahid (who live simply), mukhlish (worship and work sincerely) and these close to the area of Sufi akhlaqi.
The Essential of Performing Tasawuf
Dimension of akhlak on A.R Fakhruddin personality that includes praised characteristics that is a chain of heart action and sometimes is called maqam (station) and ahwal (spiritual condition, in tasawuf, seems to be a special characteristic of A.R.
Fakhruddin. Between akhlak and tasawuf (read: tasawuf practice/ spiritual life), actually is not so different. The basic difference of those two terms is likely to be formulated as follows:
1. That tasawuf practice/spiritual intelligence has a set of methodology which may likely to the development of akhlak 2. The principles of akhlak are more static, while method of sayr wa suluk (going through spiritual way) is dynamic.
3. In the study of akhlak, human soul is seen mlore as a place that must be beautified with decoration of noble akhlak, such as shabr, syukr, honest, and so on, then in the eyes of Sufi community, human soul is seen as living organism that grow to the maturity through spiritual journey.
4. Soul decoration in the view of akhlak, can be done randomly and really disorder, for example it can be started by generous character and so on, then in tasawuf, maqamat that must be taken stage by stage and continuously as well as well structured, for instance from maqam taubat to next maqam in which each maqam passed until the end of spiritual journey.
5. The knowledge of akhlak manages more on the relationship and responsibility between human and himself, with nature and with the God, then in tasawuf for the first stage is focused more on the relationship between human and God. This is because tasawuf believes that the relationship between human and God is the most central of source akhlak.
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Therefore, the writer views that someone's spirituality or spiritual intelligence is established because he/she focus him/herself more on the relationsheim between him/her with God. If we borrow the term of Junaid (a figure of Sufi who is considered as far stricter than Ibn Taimiyah), according to him tasawuf or spiritual life is: "You with Allah without any medium". Furthermore, the essential of tasawuf in accordance to Junaid is that we always remember or together with Allah whenever and wherever.
To be always together with Allah, then it needs spiritual training that expected to take aexample of Allah's akhlak, this is in line with what has been said by Rosulullah ASW.: "have characters with the character/ akhlak of Allah". Therefore, if someone really has had good relationship with God, it means straight believe and istiqomah, then automatically he/she will have the example of good deeds of God and from here the good character to human will emerge.
A.R. Fakhruddin as a person whose life close to the spiritual life of Sufi is a figure that gives really most of his life to humanization, as the way to worship to Allah. This can be seen for instance in his daily life, when he was on duty or when he was in his family, in the society or in the middle of Muhammadiyah community. He always represented the personality of mutasawwif. His soul and personality reflected personality with excellence spiritual intelligence such as in : taubat, taqarrub, taqwa, dzikir, khusyu', tawadhu', khauf, raja', muraqabah 
